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Abstract

How can beginning engineers learn to generate a variety of candidate concepts to consider? Because they likely have little experience with idea generation, training in specific techniques may be especially useful. Design Heuristics are an evidence-based tool developed to help engineers expand diversity of ideas considered during the front-end phase of design. Brainstorming is a common ideation technique in both engineering education and practice. Our research sought to compare the characteristics of ideas generated by incoming engineering freshmen using both techniques. The analyses of this study involve qualitative patterns in a subset of data collected from 94 incoming engineering freshmen. We explored diversity, fixation, and the scope of the concepts generated. Ideas were coded based on a variety tree coding scheme, students’ self-perceptions, and system vs. component scope. We found that concepts generated using Design Heuristics were more likely to focus on the methods for achieving functions and on specific components, while Brainstormed ideas tended towards more holistic systems. The results suggest that alternative tools for idea generation may serve to focus attention on different qualities of design, and that multiple tools may be important for design in engineering education.

Introduction

Engineering design has been described as a problem-solving process that “searches through a hypothetical space of many possible ideas.”[1, 2] A design process can be viewed as having a front-end and a back-end, where the front-end design is a “fuzzy” process full of ambiguity[3] that involves a series of divergent and convergent thinking episodes in order to come to a conceptual design[4]. The front-end phase includes defining problems, conducting research and design ethnography, identifying design requirements, idea generation, and initial prototyping[3, 4, 5]. Engineering curricula often focus on the “back-end” of design, where processes focus on developing, building, and testing concepts[6], potentially because these processes appear deterministic (such as optimizations). However, many crucial design decisions are made in the front-end phase[7], and skills in front-end design are necessary to successful design. This study focuses on one important stage in the front-end design: idea generation; in particular, what are strategies and tools that can be used to support front-end success in design?
One of the challenges for both engineering students and practicing engineers is to develop innovative solutions to problems because innovation is necessary to solve the world’s most pressing issues.[8] As increasing technology allows engineers to learn more about existing and emerging problems, it also provides opportunities to develop solutions like never before.[9] Consequently, engineers must be successful in idea generation[8, 10] by fully exploring solution spaces through the generation of multiple and diverse ideas[11]. Considering a wide spectrum of ideas at the front end of the design process is important in order to consider strong aspects of concepts to develop while filtering out other aspects. Generating diverse ideas to consider requires divergent thinking,[4, 12] while engineering methods focus on converging on a single solution. While experienced designers appear to use strategies in their idea generation process[13, 14], novice designers may have fewer approaches to help them consider a variety of concepts.

One way to assist novice engineers in idea generation is through idea generation tools. A common tool is Brainstorming, the technique of generating ideas without evaluating them, encouraging wild and exaggerated ideas, valuing quantity over quality, and considering every idea to be of equal worth[15]. Brainstorming is the most popular tool used across all disciplines as a way to generate ideas.[16] One challenge with Brainstorming, however, is that it fails to provide students direction or inspiration beyond their initial ideas. Another design tool with increasing use in engineering contexts is Design Heuristics, which are a set of 77 strategies to incorporate into product design idea generation[17]. The Design Heuristics ideation tool is derived from evidence of strategy use by engineers, and has been studied across contexts including undergraduate and graduate engineering, industrial designers, high school engineering education, and professional engineering and design practices[13]. For this study of idea generation in beginning engineers, we compare these two ideation methods to examine qualitative differences in outcomes.

**Background**

Research indicates the importance of considering multiple concepts in the early stages of design.[3] However, many engineering students do not dedicate adequate time to the idea generation process. This leads to limited consideration of alternative solutions, and can potentially decrease the chance of innovative outcomes. Further, designers often become fixated on their initial ideas, and find it difficult to think of very different concepts[18, 19]. Engineering students have been shown to struggle with fixation to a greater extent when compared to industrial design students[18]. Engineering students in particular may benefit from the use of idea generation tools to help them push beyond initial ideas to solutions outside the obvious[20].

One ubiquitous approach to idea generation across disciplines is Brainstorming, a technique originally proposed for groups to help postpone judgment of ideas, encourage wild ideas, aim for quantity over quality, and value every idea[15]. As originally proposed by Osborn), Brainstorming was developed as a technique to use with groups[15]. In practice, “brainstorming” refers to any method of idea generation where groups or individuals are instructed to generate as many different ideas as possible[21]. Engineering instructors, in many cases, encourage their students to generate ideas using “brainstorming,” but may not provide students with specific instruction on how to execute it (following Osborn). Instead, the term may be used to suggest a “natural” approach to thinking of ideas, pursuing whatever comes to mind in the moment. The expectation is often that ideas should arise without using any cognitive strategy, and without any instructions on how to
ideate successfully. This lack of instruction often prevents novice engineers from considering possible strategies as they create and develop concept ideas[14]. As a result, students are less likely to recognize the large space of potential designs possible, and may not seek out tools to help them identify varied candidate designs. The instructions in Brainstorming [15] push designers to continue creating more solutions; however, they do not guide or direct towards potential solutions. This lack of direction also causes students to rely on their initial ideas[34].

Another idea generation approach is Design Heuristics, an evidence-based concept generation tool developed to help designers think systematically and intentionally about variety in idea generation[20, 22]. Collected from protocols of engineers talking aloud while creating designs, analyses of award winning products, and a case study of a long-term design project, Design Heuristics capture the cognitive “rules of thumb” used by designers to intentionally vary their set of candidate designs[23]. These strategies appear to be ones that expert designers employ automatically, without consciously deciding to do so[24]. The heuristics were individually extracted across multiple concepts from multiple designers to reflect a useful level of abstraction in describing how to alter design characteristics to create new ones[25]. The resulting set of Design Heuristics capture 77 different strategies, each of which can be applied independently or in to create new designs[26].

The set of Design Heuristics is packaged as an instructional tool for use in idea generation. A set of 77 cards includes prompts, such as “Add Motion,” as shown in Figure 1. Each prompt is a different strategy to help the designer generate a novel idea. One side of each card has a graphic demonstrating the strategy along with a written description (Figure 1). The other side includes two examples of the heuristic as employed in two existing products (Figure 1). To illustrate that each heuristic may be applied to every design problem, one of the illustrated products is always a type of chair. The other product on each card varies, demonstrating that these strategies apply across a wide range of applications and industries. While initial use is supported by the cards, it is possible that novices will eventually incorporate the heuristics they often use into their everyday design practice as they develop design expertise[11].

There are many ways that a single Design Heuristic can be applied during idea generation. Past studies have documented their use by means of a single application of one heuristic card to generate a new design, repeated use of one card to generate multiple designs, and combining multiple cards to generate an idea[20]. In addition, students have successfully transformed an existing design into a new one by applying a heuristic[27]. Design Heuristics have also been successful when used in conjunction with other idea generation strategies, such as Morphological Analysis[17].

Research on Design Heuristics has shown that engineering students at varying levels of training can learn to use the Design Heuristics cards within a short instructional session, and then go on to successfully create their own novel and diverse concepts[20]. One study of 48 first-year engineering students given different subsets of 12 Design Heuristics used Design Heuristics in over half of their created concepts for a portable solar oven[28]. Further, the concepts resulting from the application of Design Heuristics were rated by blind coders as more creative designs. Studies with more advanced engineering students showed that design teams made use of their concepts including Design Heuristics in senior capstone projects across various design problems[29]. Even non-engineering students have been shown to be able to apply Design
Heuristics and produce more creative concepts[22]. Other studies suggest that Design Heuristics can be successfully used by entering engineering students, and found several methods including brainstorming facilitate positive outcomes in idea generation[17].

Figure 1: An example of a Design Heuristics card, “Add Motion.” One side of the card shows a graphic image and written description of the strategy; the other side shows two award-winning products that employ the strategy.

Method
In order to explore how Brainstorming and Design Heuristics might be leveraged in novice designer idea generation, our study was guided by the following research question:

*How do the types of ideas generated differ between Brainstorming and Design Heuristics?*

To answer this question, participants in a design workshop for entering engineering students were asked to use both ideation methods to generate solutions to presented design problems within a single 75 minute session.

Participants
The participants were 94 students who were incoming engineering freshmen at a Midwestern American university. These first-year students signed up for a free one-day workshop on design, and this study was one of multiple activities in the workshop. The students had not yet attended any engineering classes at the university. The group was 73% male, 27% female.

Procedure
Data were collected during a two-day immersive design program for incoming engineering freshmen. The sessions were led by advanced design students following a scripted presentation.

First, the students were instructed about idea generation processes. Then, participants were introduced to Brainstorming, including a definition of the technique and a short practice activity using it. Students drew a simple sketch and wrote a short description of the concept’s functions, including labels. The students were asked to generate 5 solutions using Brainstorming with following design problem: *Design a device to prepare a burrito*. They were given 25 minutes to generate concepts, and the facilitator indicated 5-minute time intervals.
Participants were then instructed on how to use Design Heuristics in a ten-minute instructional session. First, the heuristic cards were introduced, noting the definition, graphic image, and two product examples of its use (see Figure 1). A short practice problem followed where students applied one card to a presented problem. Next, each participant was given the same set of 7 Design Heuristic cards. Due to the time limit of the session, only a subset of cards was provided. This single set of seven cards was chosen at random from the deck of 77 Design Heuristics and included: Scale up or down, Use multiple components for one function, Adjust function through movement, Bend, Reconfigure, Allow user to customize, and Change surface properties. We chose to give a single randomized set to all participants in order to explore variations in the resulting design concepts across participants.

Next, the participants were asked to generate 5 conceptual solutions using Design Heuristics for the same design problem in another 25-minute session (with 5 minute intervals). The two methods were used in the same order – brainstorming then Design Heuristics – because the educational workshop necessitated equivalent learning benefits to all participants. Further, based on prior experience with idea generation by engineering students in design classes, we expected that participants would think of their own solutions first when reading the problem. Previous studies of idea generation have documented the tendency of designers to become “fixated” on initial ideas [17, 19, 34]. So, providing the opportunity to express the initial ideas that “come to mind” might allow students to record them and then move on to consider other concepts.

As a last step in the study, each participant was asked to group their concepts into categories of similar designs. The intent was for the individuals to assess the commonalities emerging from their concepts over their entire set. A survey question asked students:

Consider your set of concepts again. Some concepts may seem related, while others are one of a kind. How many different KINDS of concepts are in your set? Write down each group of similar concepts in your set. Add a label to describe why you put them together. Make sure every concept is listed either in a group or by itself.

The complete session lasted 75 minutes.

**Data Analysis**

All of the students completed the exercise within the time frame of the session. We compared the set of 5 possible Brainstorming concepts to the set of 5 possible Design Heuristics concepts. Quantity of ideas has been shown to be a compounding factor in measures of diversity [17]. So, students whose concept counts from the two sessions differed by more than one concept were omitted from the comparison. For example, if a student generated 3 ideas during Brainstorming and 5 during Design Heuristic use, this student’s data was eliminated from this analysis. Eighteen datasets were then selected at random from participant datasets for qualitative analysis. Each individual’s dataset was assessed as a whole, with an average of 9.6 concepts each.
**Participant Similarity Analysis**

In the final step of the study, each student placed their concepts into groups of similar concepts. The number of categories created by each participant ranged from 2-6, with an average of 4.1. An example of the self-identified categories can be found in Table 1.

An analysis of concept diversity was conducted by counting how many of each student’s categories contained an idea generated during Brainstorming compared to how many categories contained concepts generated by Design Heuristics. In this example, there were 3 categories that contain Brainstorming ideas (concepts numbers 1-5), and there were 4 categories that contain Design Heuristics ideas (concept numbers 6-10). This indicated that for Student A, according to their self-perceptions, they generated a somewhat more diverse set of ideas when using Design Heuristics compared with Brainstorming. Further analysis is required to understand the implications this analysis has in larger contexts.

### Table 1: Example of how one student placed their 10 concepts into 4 categories.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Concept Numbers</th>
<th>Example Concept</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1, 5, 6, 7</td>
<td>“Utilize conveyor system/assembly line to assemble burritos.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2, 4, 10</td>
<td>“Change internal components to make assembly easier.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3, 9</td>
<td>“Changed external components to make assembly easier”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>“Designed new machine for assembly assistance.”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Variety Tree Analysis

In order to understand what types of ideas were generated with Brainstorming vs. Design Heuristics, our analysis attempted to identify the prominent characteristics of the concept sets. In this analysis, we focused on the diversity or variety across a set of ideas to describe how different they are from one another.[30] The data was coded by an advanced undergraduate in Mechanical Engineering.

First, the design problem was broken into 5 main categories based on the most commonly cited characteristics. These 5 main categories describe the functional steps necessary to complete the presented design problem. Some ideas did not fall under any of these categories, and this “Other” category includes concepts where the problem was “reframed;” for example, although the presented problem was design a device to prepare a burrito, a few students stated that they did not need such a device.

Second, we assessed diversity through the creation of a variety tree.[30] This method attempts to characterize the major similarities among designs as distinct categories. A first pass through the total of 164 concepts contained in the 18 datasets identified key functional components and characteristics of the designs. The characteristics that appeared across concepts informed a division of the design concepts into the variety tree shown in Figure 2. For example, 9 concepts described a version of “user inputs information to make the burrito.” Additionally, 7 other concepts specified “user input via levers/dials/buttons.” This indicated that many concepts involved “user input” more generally, and this category was incorporated in the variety tree.

![Variety Tree](image)

**Figure 2:** Variety tree for the design problem, “Design a device to prepare a burrito.” The first level includes main functional steps, and the second level includes specific methods to achieve those functions.
The main categories were then divided into subcategories to describe how concepts achieve each function. The specific methods listed were ones appearing in several concepts. For example, 41% of the concepts included organizing ingredients by putting them into individual compartments, a subcategory called, “Organize Ingredients.” Specified methods that appeared in a single concept were coded into ‘other’ categories. For “Deliver to User,” none of the students specified how they might complete that function, so no subcategories are listed. This coding process was conducted for each of the 164 concepts in the subset analysis.

**Results**

To illustrate the variation in the concepts created by students, we present an example of one student’s concept set (see Table 2). Concepts 1-5 were generated using Brainstorming, and Concepts 6-10 were generated using Design Heuristics. Each drawing has a corresponding description written by the student. This student’s concept set was particularly interesting because of the visual distinction between the Brainstorming concepts and the Design Heuristics concepts. While the Brainstorming concepts sequentially build off each other and are visually represented in the same way, there are few, if any, similarities between each Design Heuristics concept. This indicated that there is a difference between the types of ideas generated, something that we were later able to begin quantifying.

Table 2: Example concepts from a single student, “Student A”, including a labelled drawing and a text description for each concept.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Concept Sketch</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>“The tortilla sits on a conveyor belt under tubs w/ filling that insert the filling as it moves. It falls off conveyor belt onto a 5-plate machine that folds the sides and ends of the burritos together.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>“Tortilla goes on bottom shelf. Toppings go on upper shelves. The shelves lower down to the tortilla and retract into the machine (toppings are left onto the tortilla).”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
“Combine shelf machine from 2 w/ 5-plate burrito folder from concept 1 - bottom shelf folds the burrito.”

“Combine shelves, 5-plate machine, and tubs - each shelf comes out, gets topping, lowers topping, and retracts one at a time so the individual does not actually have to touch the food.”

“Only one retracting shelf where multiple squeeze bags deposit toppings next to each other - lowers and pushes toppings off onto tortilla, then folded by 5-plate burrito folding machine.”

“Screw cap on squeeze bags open and closes like the lens of a camera to adjust amount of toppings that you add.”

“Using a mug, bowl or cup, make a "hole" in which you insert the tortilla and the toppings of your burrito.”
“Create a funnel at the bottom of an average serving spoon to make for mess-free burrito stuffing.”

“Ready-made portions of burrito toppings to control the amount that goes onto your burrito or bowls sized specifically for each topping.”

“Wooden rolling mat (similar to sushi roller) that can be adjusted in length to change the thickness of the burrito.”

Each of the 164 concepts was coded based on the variety tree; specifically, each was coded for focus on the 5 main process steps and on functional subcategories. For example, Figure 3 shows one of the concepts generated by a different student. This idea has containers of ingredients that dispense onto tortillas on a conveyor belt, and the tortilla is funneled into a packing area where a human assembles it.

Conveyor system where tortillas, the base of burritos are continually cycled through a series of dispensers that place rice, meat, beans, etc. customized by the customer and then are assembled by a human.

Figure 3: Example concept including a labelled drawing and a text description.

This concept was coded as shown in Figure 4:
- User Input: the concept addresses user input by allowing the customer to customize, but does not specify how exactly this would be accomplished.
- Organize Ingredients: ingredients are stored in individual containers as indicated by the ‘rice,’ ‘beans,’ and ‘meat,’ labels.
- Put Ingredients on Tortilla: ingredients are dispensed from above onto a tortilla, which is on a conveyor belt.
• Wrap Tortilla: assembly of the tortilla is done by a human as indicated by the written description, hence the concept is coded for ‘wrap manually.’ (Deliver to User and Other are not addressed and is therefore not coded.)

Figure 4: Example of coding the concept featured in Figure 3.

To compare each student’s set of Brainstorming ideas and set of Design Heuristics ideas, we counted how many of the 6 main categories were addressed in each. An example of this analysis on Student A’s data is shown in Table 3. Concept numbers 1-5 correspond to ideas generated using Brainstorming while concept numbers 6-10 correspond to ideas generated using Design Heuristics. In this case, Brainstorming ideas appeared only in User Input, Organize Ingredients, Put Ingredients on Tortilla, and Wrap Tortilla while Design Heuristics appeared across all 6 categories. For this student, a more diverse set of ideas were produced using Design Heuristics.

Table 3: Student A’s 10 concepts coded for the 6 main solution categories. Concepts 1-5 correspond to Brainstorming ideas; concepts 6-10 correspond to Design Heuristics ideas.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Main Categories</th>
<th>Concept Numbers</th>
<th>Strategies applied</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>User Input</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>Design Heuristics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organize Ingredients</td>
<td>1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9</td>
<td>Brainstorming, Design Heuristics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Put Ingredients on Tortilla</td>
<td>1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8</td>
<td>Brainstorming, Design Heuristics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wrap Tortilla</td>
<td>1, 3, 4, 5, 10</td>
<td>Brainstorming, Design Heuristics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deliver to User</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The results of the variety tree analysis across all 18 students is shown in Figure 5. Both Brainstorming and Design Heuristics sessions led to a set of concepts across participants that “covered the space” of the six main process steps defined in the problem. In addition, the methods appeared to foster different categories of concepts. In particular, Brainstorming produced a greater emphasis on concepts for “wrapping tortillas,” while Design Heuristics led to more concepts involving “Delivery.” This suggests Brainstorming resulted in the concepts fitting the specific goals of producing a burrito (“put ingredients in” and “wrap”), while Design Heuristic concepts...
addressed alternative ways to deliver the product through “bigger picture” or “systems” thinking. Design Heuristics also led to more unique concepts falling into the “Other” category. These differing emphases in functions addressed suggests that conducting idea generation using multiple methods may benefit students by leading them to consider new concepts. Further analysis will be necessary in order to determine how individual students broadened their design trees by using these two different idea generation methods.

Figure 5: Proportion of variety tree categories covered during Brainstorming vs. Design Heuristics idea generation.

**Frequency of Concepts**

To explore another way to identify the difference between Design Heuristics and Brainstorming processes, we categorized each concept as describing either a system or a single component. A system is defined as an idea which addresses two or more of the main categories from variety tree analysis. A component is counted as an idea which addresses only one of those categories. For example, Figure 6 was rated as a system because it addresses ‘Organize Ingredients,’ ‘Wrap Tortilla,’ and ‘Put Ingredients on Tortilla.’ This represents a prototypical example of a concept including all three of these components.

Figure 6: Example student drawing and description for a device with individual containers for ingredients, ingredients that dispense from above, and a conveyor belt.

“Conveyor belt w/ tortillas, ingredients of choice are released as tortillas pass beneath.”
After coding for systems and components in students’ concepts, we found that 94% of students generated this exact concept at some point in their ideation session. Overall, 67% of students had this concept as their first idea generated. Many iterations of this concept additionally included folding the burrito and delivering it to the user. This specific concept represents 24% of the 164 concepts in the study. What is it about this idea that causes students to consider it? Likely, knowledge of existing non-automated methods serve as a reference for students attempting a novel design. This suggests analogical reference as a way of conceiving new designs[31].

An additional question to consider is whether this predominant concept influenced the generation of alternative concepts. Based on the notion of “fixation,” past studies have found designers often perseverate on concept ideas when attempting to generate novel ones[18, 32]. Our analysis suggests that for 58% of those who generated this idea during Brainstorming, no variations on it appeared during idea generation with Design Heuristics. This suggests that, despite its frequency in the Brainstorming session, students did not appear to fixate on this familiar concept when using the Design Heuristics.

After coding all concepts for whether they addressed a system or a single component, we found that ideas generated using Design Heuristics fell into component concepts rather than systems concepts, while Brainstorming ideas more frequently describe a system, and shown in Table 4.

Table 4: The number of concepts generated with Brainstorming and Design Heuristics methods, and their focus on to Components compared to Systems.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System-focused</th>
<th>Brainstorming</th>
<th>Design Heuristics</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>74</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>110</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Component-focused</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Discussion
The diversity analyses identified several important qualities of concepts for this design problem. Students grouped their concepts into three or more categories, reflecting their identification of similarities in their designs. Variety Tree analyses uncovered differences in the frequency of solutions including specific processes and functions to achieve them. These two diversity analyses approached the data from different lenses, yet with similar results, with both suggesting more diversity in concepts generated with Design Heuristics. In addition, the emergent distinction between system and single component foci in concepts showed that Brainstorming processes led to more holistic, system-level concepts, while Design Heuristics concepts showed greater emphasis on component design. These findings align with prior research demonstrating that Design Heuristics support consideration of concept elaboration.

In this study, there were many cases where the concepts generated using Design Heuristics specified how a function could be achieved. This suggests that one aspect of learning from Design Heuristics is this focus on a variety of ways to achieve functions. This suggestion has not been identified in past research on Design Heuristics. In comparison, Brainstorming concepts often described a broader idea focused on a system level. Other ideation approaches, such as
Morphological Analysis[33], guide designers to attend to functional descriptions. If different idea generation methods have unique emphases in inspiring designs, students may be well served by learning multiple methods to assist them in idea generation. In addition, studies comparing idea generation methods must also attend to how outcomes are measured; based on the emphases within methods, some quantitative measures may fail to identify advantages with each method.

Another pattern emergent in the data was a single concept generated by almost all (94%) of the students. Based on previous studies of fixation[18], [32] this pattern suggests that measuring how students are able to generate further concepts apart from this concept could be a compelling way to measure the impact of idea generation strategies. Because fixation is so prevalent in studies of design,[34] further analysis is needed to understand the impact of ideation methods such as Brainstorming and Design Heuristics in overcoming fixation.

Finally, though the study design did not allow a comparison of the “fluency” or number of concepts generated with the two methods, the protocol supports the notion that combining methods (at least in this format) may help to support the generation of multiple ideas. After a period of Brainstorming, it is likely that less active generation takes place; in studies of idea generations in non-design settings, the exhaustion of ideas after a short period of brainstorming is a prevalent finding[35]. Studies of persistence show people underestimate their ability to generate further ideas, which may cause them to prematurely end their attempts[36]. The success of generating more ideas in the second session while using Design Heuristics may help students to envision idea generation as an unlimited process involving a variety of approaches.

Limitations of this work include the small sample included, and the single design problem used in the study. It is possible that consideration of more concepts, and of other design problems that vary in solutions, may uncover further information on the impact of ideation methods on the diversity of concepts generated. As a naturalistic study within an educational session, comparing alternative methods was moderated by the need to provide the same learning benefit to all participants. As a qualitative study, it is important to employ triangulation with multiple methods of analysis to more fully characterize design outcomes[37]. Further analyses may determine ways of measuring the ‘Other’ category in these designs. The unique or infrequent concepts in these0 categories may represent interesting and novel ideas that are valuable outcomes from ideation techniques. It is possible that generating an idea falling in the ‘Other’ category may indicate an “out-of-the-box,” non-obvious idea desirable during concept generation. Generating unique ideas is encouraged in design[11], and further examination of unusual ideas may help us to understand what fosters them. In addition, the order of idea generation method in our study was Brainstorming followed by Design Heuristics. As a result, we cannot directly assess the impact of alternate ordering of techniques. However, in a prior study, Design Heuristics use was compared to Brainstorming by separate groups, and concepts generated using Design Heuristics were more elaborate and practical than during Brainstorming [17]. The present study explores a sequence of methods where open-ended, natural “brainstorming” is followed by the more structured support of the Design Heuristics tool. Since more ideas logically lead to better candidate concepts, the findings here show that Design Heuristics are effective in supporting continued idea generation even after an initial ideation session. Further investigations are needed to understand the impact of Design Heuristics on design outcomes, with and without the use of complementary methods.
The implications of this study for engineering education include the finding that different idea generation methods may assist designers in employing different idea generation strategies. For example, Brainstorming may be helpful when first beginning a project because existing solutions and initial ideas can be expressed. Then, Design Heuristics may support idea generation once spontaneous ideas are exhausted, and a more directed exploration of the design space is needed. By examining differing idea generation methods, a greater understanding of how to support novice engineers as they learn to generate ideas may be uncovered.

Conclusion
We used three analytical lenses to explore differences among novice designers’ concepts generated using Brainstorming and Design Heuristics. Understanding the impact of these ideation tools in engineering education is important since Brainstorming is the most widely implemented tool across domains[15], and Design Heuristics has been empirically documented to facilitate idea generation in engineering students.[20][27] Our diversity analysis showed initial differences between ideation tools, while further analysis is required to understand how each method supports diversity in the concepts generated. The results suggest that Design Heuristics are more likely to focus the student’s attention on the design of a component to serve a function, while Brainstorming tended to focus students on generating holistic systems. The results suggest why different idea generation tools are important for novice engineers, and which in contexts students may find the tools most valuable. This investigation has value for educators who are considering how to foster varied concept development in the early phases of design.
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